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ABOUT CENTRAL SU

Central SU works to represent all students here at Royal
Central School of Speech and Drama. We work with the
University, but are a different organisation.
Enrolling at RCSSD means you automatically become a
member of the Central Students' Union and are therefore
entitled to use any of our services, vote in elections and run
for various positions on our team.
The Students’ Union is run by a team of dedicated volunteer
student officers, elected every year by the students. This
team is led by a full-time President. With 15 different
departments operating in the SU there is a diverse range of
work being done exclusively for and by the students.
The President and other officers spend some of their time
sitting on different boards and committees within the
University to make sure that Central is making decisions
with our member’s best interests in mind. Officers can also
plan/lead campaigns, arrange activities and work to make
positive change here at RCSSD .
What do you want to change here at Central...
Join the team to make it happen!
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ELECTION TIMETABLE
NOMINATIONS OPEN

MON 7TH JUNE // 9AM // SUBMITTED ON SU
WEBSITE
NOMINATIONS CLOSE

THUR 17TH JUNE // 1PM
CANDIDATES ANNOUNCED

FRI 18TH JUNE // VIA EMAIL// SU SOCIAL
MEDIA AND WEBSITE

CANDIDATES MEETING*

MON 21ST JUNE // 9-10AM // ON ZOOM
*CANDIDATES ONLY CAMPAIGN RULES, TIPS AND
HOW TO CAMPAIGN

HUSTINGS

TUE 22ND JUNE // CANDIDATES SPEECHES
WILL BE POSTED ONLINE

VOTING OPENS

THUR 24TH JUNE // 5PM
*ONLINE CAMPAIGNING MUST END AT 5PM AS
VOTING OPENS

VOTING CLOSES

FRI 25TH JUNE // 5PM

RESULTS ANNOUNCED

MONDAY 28TH // 11AM // VIA EMAIL// SU
SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEBSITE
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All the times above are G.M.T

WHAT YOU GET

To work as part of a strong forward thinking and active team
To make a positive impact on the student experience
To learn and develop your skills in a supportive environment.
To work on campaigns, events and activities throughout the year

To have the opportunity to get experience in events planning and
marketing and social media.
To attend training specific to your student union role, termly team
development days and the opportunity to attend conferences all over
the UK.
To use of the Student Union office and SU resources to make your
manifesto pledges a reality.

WHAT YOU GIVE

Your time, dedication and energy.
Contributions to the Student Union development committee
A willingness to try new things and learn from your experiences
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ROLES ON THE STUDENT UNION TEAM

Our SU team is made up of 16 officer roles, these can be done
individually or as part of a pair. These roles include our liberation
officers who are elected to represent our students who identify into
minorities, as well as this we have a dedicated welfare, campaigns and
environments officer.
This elections you can run for the following roles;
PRESIDENT**

ENTERTAINMENTS OFFICER
VICE PRESIDENT (ACTING)

INTERNATIONAL OFFICER
VICE PRESIDENT (CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE
PRACTICE)***

LGBT+ OFFICER

VICE PRESIDENT (THEATRE PRACTICE)
WELFARE OFFICER
TRANS* OFFICER

DISABILITY AND DYSLEXIA OFFICER
BLACK AND ETHNIC MINORITIES OFFICER

WOMEN'S OFFICER
CAMPAIGNS OFFICER

ENVIRONMENTS OFFICER

ACTIVITIES OFFICER

**The President Position is a full time paid position that is suitable for
students who are at the end of their studies or for students who are pausing
study for a year.
**Vice President (Contemporary Performance) was previously Vice President
(DATE). This role is for students on BA Applied Theatre, Writing, or
Performance Art courses.
The role of an officer on the union is to fulfill their manifesto pledges and
support other officers and the president doing the same. You have access to
student union budget and resources to make your campaigns and
activities a reality.
This is your chance to advocate for change at central to ensure the student
experience is the best it can possibly be.
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MORE INFO ON ROLES...
PRESIDENT**

As president you get to lead and support
a team who can deliver change to the
students here at Central! You'll be
working to fulfill your own manifesto by
engaging with the students, staff, and
external organisations.This paid full-time
role will allow you to focus on enhancing
the student experience for a year.
VICE PRESIDENT (ACTING)

VICE PRESIDENT (CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE)

VICE PRESIDENT (THEATRE PRACTICE)

VPs work to support the President and
other officers. They can also give course
specific insight and support students and
their needs from their strand of study.

ENTERTAINMENTS OFFICER

Throughout the year you will work to put on
freshers, our summer party and other small
events for student welfare and enjoyment!
INTERNATIONAL OFFICER

We've got students from all over the world! It
is so important they have representation on
the union especially in this changing time.
LGBT+ OFFICER

This role is for an LGBT+ identified person
who knows they can provide support, events
and welfare information to students.
WELFARE OFFICER

Work to promote the well-being of students
at central by engaging with students,
officers, staff and external organisations.

*TRANS OFFICER

This role is for a *Trans identified person
who wants to provide support, events,
welfare, and other information to students.

DISABILITY AND DYSLEXIA OFFICER

Advocate for our Disabled and/or Dyslexic
students and sign-post current support. You
can campaign for change at Central!

BLACK AND ETHNIC MINORITIES OFFICER
ACTIVITIES OFFICER

Support students from Black and Ethnic
minority backgrounds through practical
change, campaigns and social spaces!
CAMPAIGNS OFFICER

Create/Develop campaigns to engage
with students, their concerns and needs
on a school, local and international level

Support students extra curricular offer
through activities and society development
to enhance the student experience.

WOMEN'S OFFICER

Support student's who self-identify as
women and work to support/develop
campaigns that promote womens welfare.

ENVIRONMENTS OFFICER

Encourage environmental awareness at
Central and create campaigns that focus
on sustainability.
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COME JOIN THE TEAM
AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AT CENTRAL!

NOMINATIONS

How do you submit your nomination? it's simple!
1. You will need to complete a Manifesto From (this will be sent
to all students via email from the election team when
nominations open). Your manifesto form is your opportunity to
let students know what you want to achieve!
2. You will now need to upload your manifesto form to the
Central SU website (www.centralsu.com - see elections page)
3. When you get to the website you will need to complete the
NOMINATIONS FORM and then upload your MANIFESTO
FORM (we recommend you do this as a PDF)
4. You will then need to submit your HUSTINGS VIDEO via
WeTransfer to su-support@cssd.ac.uk
Make sure you submit all this by the deadline THURSDAY 17TH
JUNE 1PM

SU NOMINATION FORM
(CENTRAL SU WEBSITE)
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SU MANIFESTO FORM
(TO UPLOAD TO THE CENTRAL SU
WEBSITE)

HOW TO: NOMINATION FORM
What is a proposer and can it be anyone?
- All candidates must be "proposed" by another Central Student. This
simply means they support the candidate running in the election.
- You will need to provide the name and email address of your
proposer. Their details will be verified by our current SU Team to check
they are a current student.
Candidates can be proposed by any current Central Student but NOT a
current SU Officer.
Notes on completing Nomination form
- finish reading the candidates guide first, we'll ask you to confirm you
have at the end of the form
- complete all sections of the form, this is vital information we need to
advertise your candidacy to students. If any information is missing it
may delay or prevent you moving forward as a candidate
- Double check you have spelled your name(s) correctly and inlcude
your surnames
- If you're running as a pair we will use the order you write your names
in
- You should not submit the form on behalf of another student who is
unaware they are being put forward as a candidate, candidates must
consent to running
- If you have any questions about the election regulations you should
email su-support@cssd.ac.uk. Regulations, how to capaign and other
rules will also be disucssed in the candidates meeting

- ANY PROBLEMS? CONTACT OUR LOCAL RETURNING OFFICER!

ON SU-SUPPORT@CSSD.AC,UK
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HOW TO: MANIFESTO FORM

Complete the
name of the
position you
are running for.
Please provide your
information. Check
spelling so we can
contact you.
(This will be circulated
to students so we
recommend using your
Central email address)

Include a picture.
Please make sure:
-it is recent
-it is clear
-you are recognisable
- if running as a pair
either use 2 pictures
next to each other or 1
picture together
Write here what you
want to achieve if you
were elected. Short
and clear statements
that voters understand
work well.

This is your main area to tell voters about you, the platform you want to
run on and why you believe you are the best candidate for the role.
It is up to you how you use this space but it might help students to know:
- Why you are running for a position
- What experience you have in representing people
- Why you'd be the best candidate for the job
- What you've already achieved (SU, worklife, during school, volunteering)
- How you will achieve you aims
- Any slogan or headline which can be used to help voters remember you
What cannot be included in this section:
- endorsement for external organisations (NUS, RCSSD, charities etc.)
- comparisons or comments about other canidates/ SU officers
- Anything that breaches centrals policy on harassment, bullying or
discrimination

ANY PROBLEMS? CONTACT OUR LOCAL RETURNING OFFICER!
ON SU-SUPPORT@CSSD.AC,UK
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HUSTINGS (ONLINE)
Hustings is an opportunity for candidates to present their manifestos to the student body
and answer questions. This is a chance for the student body to get to know you better as a
person and what you stand for. This year, we will be running a virtual Hustings.
Each Candidate will be required to submit a video of their speech which will then be
circulated to all students via The Central SU Social Media, website and email.
If you are unable to submit a video, you may submit a written copy of your speech and the
returning officer will record themselves reading it for you.
If you have any questions or queries please don't hesitate to contact Lauren, the Local
Returning Officer on su-support@cssd.ac.uk

The Speech
All candidates should submit a speech that is no longer than 2 minutes.
If you are running as a pair it is up to you how you film this. You may want to split it so you
both speak for a minute.
You also need to answer the question (for the role you are applying for) prepared by the
current SU Team. You can find these questions on pages 14 and 15 of this guide. All
candidates have up to 1 minute to answer the question.
What you say in this speech is up to you. You may want to state why you would be the best
person for the role or expand on your manifesto points.
You should clearly introduce yourself and the role you are running for at the start of the
video, before you begin your speech.
Please do not worry about the quality of this video, filming on a phone is fine. However
please make sure you are in focus and that we can clearly see and hear you.
The speeches will be circulated on the Central SU Social Media Platforms, the Central SU
website and a link will be sent via email to all students.
Candidates may share their speeches as part of their campaign.
If you do not submit a speech you will still be able to stand in the election. However it will
be noted that no speech was submitted from the candidate.
All speeches should be sent to Lauren, via email. Candidates should upload their video to
'WeTransfer' https://wetransfer.com/ and send this to su-support@cssd.ac.uk
clearly stating their name and role they are running for.
All speeches need to be submitted by 1PM THURSDAY 17th June.
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All the times above are G.M.T

HOW TO: HUSTING VIDEO
There is guidance below about how to create a video for hustings. If
you are finding this portion of the application challenging please
contact su-support@cssd.ac.uk. Help and advice is available.
Setting up you space
Have a clear space to film in, a blank backdrop is ideal. Lot's of
belongings in the background can pull focus and detract from your
words. Try not to film infront of a busy window or with mirror neaarby.
Filming on your phone
Sit close to the phone to get the best sound. Be sure to film in
landscape, not portrait.
Use natural light if you can or you can also use soft practical lights in
your house. As long as we can see your face clearly.
Ensure that background noise is kept to a minimum and that the
camera is at eye-level.
Rehearse what you want to say on camera. You don't have to get it
100% your first try. Remember it will never be perfect so just select
your best take.
If it's helpful try using a Teleprompter app or have your notes close by.
Be as natural as you can be, imagine you are delivering your speech
and answering questions to a room full of students. They all really
want to hear what you have to say!
Your speech should be 2 minutes, make sure what you write can fit
into this time. Remember we read at a different pace than we speak.
If you would like to caption your video you can download a free app
called AutoCap to help you out!

ANY PROBLEMS? CONTACT OUR LOCAL RETURNING OFFICER!
ON SU-SUPPORT@CSSD.AC,UK
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CANDIDATE CODE OF CONDUCT

Candidates and their supporters must abide by this code of conduct, by Central
SU's constitution (downlaod at www.centralsu.com/governance-1) and also by the
university's code of conduct.

Candidates or candidates supporters shall;
1. NOT use the university mailing list for the purpose of
campaigning. (This includes year and course group emails)
2. NOT use the students' union facebook or other central social
network pages (e.g. society pages) to campaign.
3. NOT use any students union resources for the purpose of
campaigning.
4. NOT have their campaign or candidacy sponsored or
endorsed by any external body.
5. Ensure they do not bring the students' union into disrepute
during the election period.
Note: Campaigning will not be permitted once voting is open.
Campaigning will end at 5pm on Thursday 24th June. You can
still encourage people to vote but not specifically for a
candidate(s).
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TECHNICAL STUFF

Any candidate wishing to withdraw their nomination must do so in
writing to Lauren, the local returning officer at su-support@cssd.ac.uk

The current circumstances will be taken into consideration throughout
this election.
All campaign material and campaigning must not contradict Central's
equal opportunities policy. Candidates will be subject to the usual
University policy on bullying, harassment and discrimination. Failure to
comply with these policies will result in action by the local returning
officer, and also may incur an investigation from the University.
No campaigns material should contain Central, Central SU, University of
London or NUS produced logos, or any other organisations logos.
The use of personal social media networking sites will be allowed as soon
as the campaigning begins.

Candidates need to be aware that they are responsible for the actions of
anyone on their campaign team and any complaints will be dealt with
by the local returning officer.
All complaints relating to the conduct of elections must be submitted in
writing with substantial evidence to the local returning officer Lauren, at
su-support@cssd.ac.uk
We expect all nominees to treat current SU officers, central staff, and
other candidates with respect at all times.
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CANDIDATES MEETING (ONLINE)

The candidates meeting is a compulsory meeting for all candidates
running in the election.
Monday 21st June , 9am via Zoom*.
*The Zoom link will be sent to all candidates individually.
This meeting will cover: the election rules, the role of the returning
officer, the responsibilities of candidates, campaigning and answer any
questions on procedures that you may have.
You cannot start campaigning until 10am on Monday 21st June, after
the candidates meeting.
If you cannot attend the candidates meeting you will need to email
Lauren, the Returning Officer ahead of time to arrange to meet at
another time.
This meeting will be recorded and be made available to candidates
after the meeting.
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QUESTIONS FOR HUSTINGS

Every Candidate will be required to answer the question for the role
they are running for as part of their Hustings Video.
PRESIDENT

What do you anticipate being the most challenging thing about the role and how will you
work to overcome this?
VICE PRESIDENT: CPP
The course committee structure at Central offers a forum for students to feed back on
their experiences of their course. How will you work with course reps to ensure the SU is
also involved in these conversations?

VICE PRESIDENT: ACTING
The course committee structure at Central offers a forum for students to feed back on
their experiences of their course. How will you work with course reps to ensure the SU is
also involved in these conversations?

VICE PRESIDENT: THEATRE PRACTICE
The course committee structure at Central offers a forum for students to feed back on
their experiences of their course. How will you work with course reps to ensure the SU is
also involved in these conversations?

ACTIVITIES OFFICER
How do you intend to make societies accessible for students from all courses
(particularly outside of your course)?

BLACK AND ETHNIC MINORITIES OFFICER
How will you engage with the students you represent to ask what they want from your SU role?

CAMPAIGNS OFFICER
In the current times people are having to move away from direct action and we are seeing more
online activism. How would you as campaigns officer ensure that su campaigns, particularly
ones run online, remain accessible to all students?

DISABILITY AND DYSLEXIA
How are you going to work with Central, SAS & the Disability and Dyslexia team to improve
things for disabled and dyslexic students?
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QUESTIONS FOR HUSTINGS

Every Candidate will be required to answer the question for the role
they are running for as part of their Hustings Video.

ENTERTAINMENTS OFFICER
What event can you bring to Central that’s new and hasn’t been done before?

ENVIRONMENTS OFFICER:
Present ecological crisis is directly linked to social injustices, racial and class based
inequalities and the continued effects of colonialism. How will you work to bridge the gaps
between these things within Central and the SU?

INTERNATIONAL OFFICER:
What general issues do you think international students may encounter that you could help
them with?

LGBT+ OFFICER:
Aside from events, what other responsibilities do you see as your job - representing
LGBTQ+ students?

TRANS* OFFICER:
How will you ensure that you address the intersectionality of issues faced by trans*
students?

WELFARE OFFICER:
Central is using a more prominent online presence during the COVID-19 pandemic. How do
you plan to support students online during and in the aftermath of the Coronavirus?

WOMEN’S OFFICER:
It is important to make campaigns inclusive. How would you make your work
intersectional ?
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HOW TO CAMPAIGN

YOUR CAMPAIGN

This year, your main tool to campaigning will be campaigning online. Get
creative and make your campaign memorable.
We would encourage candidates to make use of social media as much as
possible throughout this election. If you don't wish to use your own social
media platforms, you may want to create a page specifically for your
campaign.
Be clear about you want to achieve as an officer, how you think you will
achieve this and why it's important to you.
You may want to create a poster that you can share amongst students
that outlines your aims and some of your manifesto points.
All candidates can share any posts from Central SU onto their own pages.
Candidates may share their speeches. You may also want to consider how
you can make use of videos and GIFS in order to engage students with
your campaign.
You can also build a Campaign Team. This just means you can recruit
friends to help you campaign online and encourage students to vote for
you – your campaign team must ONLY be current students and they must
adhere to the candidates code of conduct/technical stuff.
CENTRAL SU WILL SUPPORT ALL CANDIDATES EQUALLY BY
ENCOURAGING STUDENTS TO VOTE AND ACCESS MANIFESTOS. HOW
YOU CAMPAIGN IS UP TO YOU!
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HOW TO CAMPAIGN

RE-OPEN NOMINATIONS (RON)

Who/what is RON?
RON stands for Re-Open Nominations. Central SU believes that you,
the voter, should always have the choice to make a positive vote,
even if you don’t agree with the policies of any of the candidates
standing. This means that even those candidates who appear to be
standing alone for a post still need to convince you that they are the
best person for the job.

Stand up and make your vote count, if you don’t agree that the
candidate is good enough to represent you, then you have the
option to vote for RON. If Re-Open Nominations is elected to any
position then nominations for the election will be re-opened at a
later date and the election for that position may be held in the
next election period.
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HOW TO GET IN TOUCH

If you have any questions about elections you should email
our local returning officer Lauren on su-support@cssd.ac.uk

We will get back to you as fast as possible but please note
that email traffic will significantly increased for the Union
this term and Parker is the only full time member of staff.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Stay connected and up to date with the Central SU
Team online! Give us a follow on:

@central_su
@centralstudentsunion
@CentralSU
You can also find more information on Central SU
website www.CentralSU.com
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